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 A logo that has been incredibly successful and effective is that of Domino's Pizza. Of 

course, the logo is the same item as the name of the chain store. The name of this shop came 

from a former employee of a pizza shop named "DomiNick's Pizza". 

After trying to create his own brand in order to expand the franchise, Tom Monaghan shortened 

the name to Domino's instead. Since the name of the new establishment was now Domino's, it 



seemed fitting to incorporate the logo into the theme as well. To answer a widely asked question, 

the franchise logo came from the Domino's name. The household name was made to resemble 

the original DomiNick's restaurant name. The similar sounding names worked  to Tom’s favor, 

giving Dominoes the credibility held by the previous shop and a more memorable and 

recognizable name. 

 The logo for Domino's Pizza originated in the 1960's and hasn't changed much to present 

day. The original design was a single domino piece and the brand name was displayed on the 

side. The domino piece catches the attention over the actual name of the restaurant in this first 

design. Although it does this, the actual name of the item we are looking at is a Domino and 

therefore it will still represent the brand very well. Originally the domino was created with three 

dots because they represented the three chain stores that were already opened. When the business 

started booming, the owners realized that they could not possibly add every single store and left 

it at three.

 



 Around 1975 was when the logo underwent the biggest change, and since then it has 

pretty much stayed the same. It is a square with the left half of the square being the domino and 

the right half of the square displaying the name of the restaurant. In this new logo, the name of 

the chain is a lot bigger and more visible, while still showing off its original design of a domino. 

In the 90's the chain decided to rotate the brand logo and round the edges of the design in order 

to seem more appealing and less rigid. The words also become bolder, intensifying the 

association of the logo and the brand name. The change of font went well with the new logo and 

was also less stiff than the previous all-caps font. 

 In 2013, Domino's swapped out their square logo for something simpler yet effective. 

After nearly 50 years, the domino stands alone once again. After years of being placed next to 

the blue brand name block, the effect of the game piece had almost faded. However, this logo is 

recognizable to the masses enough that the actual name of the chain is not needed anymore. In 

the official logo, the name is still included however in their stores, the logo is sometimes 

displayed by itself. 

 



The restaurant itself displays the company name but the actual restaurant sign is the 

domino game piece standing alone. The restaurant sign is put up to attract people from blocks 

away. The fact that the logo can stand by itself and still attract attention and be recognized 

speaks volume to how iconic and effective their branding has been. 

          Throughout all of the changes however, there is one thing that has always remained the 

same. The bright red and blue colors that Domino's is famous for using. Originally the domino 

piece was simply red because it was made to look like a real piece. When the logo was changed 

to something more flat, the bright blue was added to contrast the bright red and to make sure that 

it caught the attention of potential customers. Blue is a color that promotes trust and 

dependability. Having the name in blue while keeping the original red domino establishes the 

brand name to be reliable and familiar. 

The first font that Domino’s used was similar to Futura 

Condensed ExtraBold. Although easy to read, there was nothing eye 

catching about the typeface. 

 In 1996, the font was switched to a typeface more closely favoring 

Futura Condensed ExtraBold.  

In 2012 Domino’s got another typeface when they made their final logo change. They also took 

advantage and dropped the “pizza” from their name. This thick new typeface is more appealing 

and fits better with their 

logo. 

 



Just a year after their logo redesign, the company decided they were ready to solidify 

their brand in the design community. Graphic Artist Terrance Weinzierl created a custom 

typeface specifically for the use of the Domino’s company. The typeface is called Pizza Press. 

Although they do not use this font in their logo, they use it all over their packaging and 

restaurants.Pizza Press is an all caps font and comes in regular, inline, fill, outline, shadow, 

antique, and antique display, according to fontsinuse.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From the very beginning, Tom Monaghan has used branding to his advantage. Using the 

name that was similar to Dominicks was part of his strategy to gain customers and credibility. 

Partnering the name with such a visual logo was also brilliant marketing. Finishing off the 

brilliant design and concept is the font choice. Creating a personal type that will be associated 

with your business was the last step Domino’s needed to complete their iconic brand. Not only is 

Domino’s Pizza a household name, they are widely recognized by their logo, colors and 

overlined and fun style choices. 
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